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ANNOTATION
The Republic of Uzbekistan, in addition to pursuing a policy of peace, is committed to ensuring
the security, peace and stability of its citizens. Under the United Nations Charter, the state
exercises an inviolable right to defense, and at the level of mental adequacy, the state provides
military and defense power. Education is an objectively determined process of directing people
to physical and mental labor or other activities useful to society, as well as preparing them to
perform multifaceted social tasks. An integral part of it is military-patriotic education.
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INTRODUCTION
Preparing young people to serve in the Armed Forces of the Republic of Uzbekistan is a national
task. In оrder to solve this problem, pre-service basic training, including training in civil
defense, is a mandatory subject in the curriculum. Given the importance of these issues, the
direction of "Pre-conscription military education" in higher education, that is, оne of the main
disciplines in the training of future teachers "Pre-conscription" "Military-Pre-Conscription"
patriotic education ”.
Youth is the future of оur Motherland, our nation. As we entrust the fate of our country to them,
first of all, they must have a deep understanding of the complex and responsible task entrusted
to them, and contribute to it. After all, love for the Motherland, love for it is directly determined
by the creative work of everyone for the development of this country.
Nurturing thоughtful young people, imbued with the ideas of national patriotism, is of great
importance in the development of national identity. Therefore, each of our young people
preparing for the defense of the Motherland must be brought up in the spirit of high patriotism.
Patriotism is a high human quality. Patriotism is one of the brightest aspects of perfection.
That is why it is called in Hadith, "Loving one's country is from faith."
However, it should be noted that today's generations of people, who in the past made a great
contribution to world civilization, their heritage is recognized by the peoples of the world,
because they have such feelings of national pride and spirituality leads to perfection,
strengthens the pursuit of national identity.
Military patriotic education works best when it is integrated with physical education.
Therefore, military patriotism cannot be imagined without physical education. Tolerance to cold
and heat, not to succumb to diseases, to overcome difficulties, willpower. The role of physical
education and sports in the development of students and teachers in the development of such
qualities of the Defender of the Fatherland as endurance, agility and agility is enormous.
One of the urgent tasks of today is to educate young people in the spirit of patriotism, to prepare
them physically and spiritually for the defense of the Motherland.
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Training of students in general education institutions, secondary special and secondary
vocational education institutions, including students studying in higher education institutions
in the spirit of military patriotism is now an education. through all systems of educational work.
Indeed, true devotion to the Motherland requires the ability to defend it. Educating students in
the spirit of military patriotism should be a priority for all types of educational institutions.
One of the important tasks of the pedagogical staff of educational institutions is to provide
students with theoretical and practical knowledge of military patriotic education, to prepare
them for comprehensive military service and to fulfill their duty to protect the development of
independent Uzbekistan. The subject of "Military patriotic education" will help to solve it
successfully.
Organizes the organization, content, forms and methods of spiritual, political, psychological and
physical training of students to serve in the Armed Forces of the Republic of Uzbekistan.
The main tasks of the subject "Military patriotic education" are:
First, in connection with other disciplines taught in educational institutions, to educate
students in the spirit of national patriotism to be always ready to take up arms in defense of
their homeland;
Second, the development of pedagogical qualities in students, active, conscious builders of a
new society, the idea of national independence to cultivate people who are loyal, hardworking,
courageous and give their lives for their country;
Third, to equip students with theoretical and practical knowledge on the issues of "Military
patriotic education", to teach them in a position typical of a teacher of "Primary training before
conscription" in secondary schools, lyceums, colleges. -formation of skills and abilities in the
organization and conduct of educational work.
Military patriotic education As a result of studying basic military training, students should
know:
- Methods of organizing and conducting extracurricular activities, forms and methods, defense
and sports activities during the "Primary training of young people before the call" in secondary
special and vocational education institutions;
Dedicated to the organization and conduct of military sports games "Vatanparvar",
"Salomatlik" norms and "Shunkorlar", conducting field exercises, the end of the subject
"Primary training of youth before conscription" to celebrate holidays.
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